Shanghai Municipal Archives: List of documents related to leprosy

U1-16-2619 Matters of Preparing to Construct a Leprosarium, Isolation, and so on (1925-1944).

The name of U1-16-1619 in Chinese means "preparing to construct a leprosarium and isolation matters", but in fact, this file mainly contains articles, books, press cuttings and other publications that are reprinted or mimeographed. This archive has 96 pages.

The publications in this file are as follows:

- E S Goodhue, "Mosquitoes and their Relation to Leprosy in Hawaii", American Medicine, 1907;
- Henry Fraser, "The Bacillus Leprae: Has It Been Cultivated", The Lancet, 1913;
- Wm W Cadbury, "New Methods in the Treatment of Leprosy", the Chinese Medical Journal, 1920;
- Dr Noel Davis, "Leprosy", the Chinese Medical Journal, 1925;
- Dr Muir, "Some Points of Importance in Dealing with the Leprosy Problem", the Chinese Medical Journal, 1925;
- Adolf Kazlag, Leprosy in South China: its Present Condition and Treatment with Special Suggestions, Ec. Canton, 1902, 1904 and 1907;
- Dr John Lowe, "The Leprosy Clinic and the Control of Leprosy", Leprosy in India (April), 1933;
- The International Leprosy Association Constitution and By Laws, 29, Dorset Square, London, NW1; Rev T C Wu,
- Dr Robert E Brown, "The New Leprosy Treatment", the Chinese Medical Journal (June) 1940;
- Routine Treatment Used at the Leprosy Clinic of the Chinese Medical Association: the Chinese Mission to Lepers.

There are eleven letters in this file also.

- Seven letters between Adolf Kazlag and J H Jordan in April 1934, concerning the policy on leprosy.
- Four letters between J H Jordan, Robert E Brown, and Lee S Huizenga concerning routine treatment used at the Leprosy Clinic of the Chinese Medical Association. There is also an extract from the Chinese Medical Journal 57.6, which concerns the new leprosy treatment.
- Three press cuttings about a new leprosy treatment are also kept in this archive.
- The report "Conditions in the Philippine Island: Report of a Study tour" by Dr C L Wong, sent to Medical Superintendent of Shanghai Leprosarium and the Chinese Mission to Leprosy on 25 May 1938 is also held in this file.

U1-16-2620 Leprosy Surveys: Reports to the Council (1929-35).
Correspondence between the Commissioner of Police and the Commissioner of Public Health on 25 February 1929, concerning leprosy in the Chinese Territory.

In 1931, Dr Wade stated that there were over 2,000 lepers in Shanghai.

Nine letters between O S Lieu (Member of Health Committee), J.H. Jordan (Commissioner of Public Health, Shanghai Municipal Council), W Yinson Lee (C/o Sun Life Assurance Co., of Canada), the Superintendent of Hongkew Clinic for Skin Diseases, Miss A Lamberton (Secretary of St Luke's Hospital), V T Loh (the Chinese Red Cross General Hospital), the Acting Secretary of Public Health and F. Reiss concerned with Dr. Wade's statement, particularly whether it is based on local statistics. They are also concerned with investigating the number of known cases in the Settlement.

Six reports from H J Mentor (Inspector) to Superintendent of Sanitation Division concerning known leprosy cases in the Eastern, Central, Northern and Western district and cases moved from Shanghai. Two photos are kept in those reports.

J H Jordan's correspondence with the Secretary on 18 April 1933 concerning leprosy and the medical conference at Nanking. An extract from the meeting of the Health Committee held on 4 May 1933 containing a local survey of leprosy.

A letter from Asst. Superintendent of Hospital to the Commissioner of Public Health on 8 June 1933 concerning a report about a short visit to the Clinic for Skin Diseases in Chapei(??).

Two letters between T C Wu (General Secretary of the Chinese Mission to the Lepers), J H Jordan, and the Commissioner of Police concern identifying missed cases in the Gaol. A letter from Asst. Superintendent of Hospital to J H Jordan in April 1933 concerning an incident of leprosy in the Ward Road Gaol. Two letters between J H Jordan, W Noon (Health Inspector) and D Heathcote (Superintendent, Sanitation Division) concerning a leprosy case at St Faith's Settlement.

Transport of Cases (1930-1935).

U1-16-2621 contains matters about transport of cases. It spans the years 1930 to 1935 and has 57 pages. In June 1930, the police sent a prisoner with leprosy, to the Public Health Department of Shanghai Municipal Council, but the latter had no police and treatment facilities, so the Public Health Department suggested the police send this patient to Kwang-chi Hospital in Hongchow.

Twenty-two letters from 10 June 1930 to 26 September 1930 between the Assistant Commissioner of Public Health, the Deputy Commissioner of Police and Kwang-chi Hospital concerning the above matter.

Seven letters from 23 April 1935 to 22 May 1935 between the Commissioner of Public Health, Headquarters of Shanghai Municipal Police, the Police Station and the Acting Commissioner of Police discussing the fact that the Public Health Department
of Shanghai Municipal Council sent the leprosy patient at the Chinese Isolation Hospital to Hongchow for treatment.

- Three letters from 7 January 1932 to 13 January 1932 between Dr S D Sturton, Assistant Superintendent of Hospital and Assistant Commissioner of Police, concerning two men with leprosy, a beggar and a Chinese policeman, discussing whether they should be sent to Hongchow by the hospital or not.
- Eleven letters from 17 May 1933 to 20 June 1933 between the Cadet Health Inspector of Public Health Department of Shanghai Municipal Council, Hwang-chi Hospital and the brother of the patient discussed in order to determine if the patient, Wang Zookwai(?), should be sent to Hongchow.
- Twelve letters from 23 April 1935 to May 22 1935 between the Commissioner of Public Health, Headquarters of Shanghai Municipal Police, Yangtszepoo Police Station and Acting Commissioner of Police determining if Zung Pangsai, who is a prisoner with leprosy, should be sent to Hongchow.

**U1-16-1618 Conference and Reports about Study and Control of Leprosy in Shanghai (1931-44)**

*U1-16-1618 contains the reports about study and control of leprosy in Shanghai. It spans from 1931 to 1944 and has 144 pages.*

- Nine letters from 17 October 1935 to 13 April 1940 between the Superintendent of the Hospital, the Health Inspector, and the Deputy Commissioner of Public Health concerning suspected cases.
- Six letters from the General Secretary of the Chinese Mission to Lepers and Superintendent of the hospitals to the Deputy of the Commissioner of Public Health from 23 November 1935 to 6 December 1937 concerning information on the National Leprosarium at the Da zang in preparation for receiving patients.
- Forty-one reports and letters from 4 April 1940 to 8 June 1940 between the Commissioner of Public Health, the Secretary, the Commissioner of the Police, and Dr. L.S. Huizenga (Director of Shanghai Leprosarium) discussing legislation concerning accommodation for lepers, treatment, detention, and isolation.
- J H Jordan's correspondence with Major K M Bourre, and Commissioner of Police from 3 January 1941 to 6 January 1941 concerning some advice about arranging the transport of a person with leprosy.
- Six letters from 10 August 1941 to 26 February 1943 between an anonymous physician, the Public Health Department Inspector, and the Chief Health Inspector of the Central District concerning a complaint about a leprosy case and the inspector's advice about dealing with these cases because of miscellaneous cases.
- A letter on 27 May 1931 from R G Cochrane to Dr J H Jordan containing information about a leprosy conference in Manila and an attachment named "the International Leprosy Association, Constitution and By-laws".

**U1-16-753 (1) History of the Shanghai Leprosarium - Grant-in-Aid of National Leprosarium of Shanghai (1933-43)**

*U1-16-753(1) mainly contains history of Shanghai Leprosarium and grant-in-aid of National Leprosarium of Shanghai. It spans from 1933 to 1943 and has 200 pages in all.*
• Eight letters from the Chinese Mission to Lepers to the Public Health Department of the International Settlement of Shanghai concerning the location of the Leprosarium(?) clinic in 1933.
• Four letters between the Chinese Mission to Lepers, the Public Health Department and the Shanghai Municipal Council in 1934 concerning an application for financial support for the erection of a modern leprosarium at Woosung and its maintenance.
• One letter from the National Leprosarium at Dazang to the Deputy Commissioner of Public Health on 18 December 1935 containing construction details, accommodation, and financial details concerning patients of the National Leprosarium.
• Three letters in 1935 between the National Leprosarium of Shanghai and the Public Health Department concerning the admission of non-residents to the National Leprosarium.
• Five letters in 1935 concerning the resumption of a leprosy case at St. Luke's Hospital and transfer to the leprosarium.
• Thirteen letters in 1936 between the National Leprosarium, the Chinese Mission to Lepers, the Public Health Department and the Shanghai Municipal Council concerning working expenses of the Leprosarium, per capita charge for leprosy cases, and applications for grant-in-aid.
• Seven letters in 1937 concerning applications for grants-in-aid.
• Seven letters in 1940 containing applications for increasing funds, aside from special efforts to raise funds.
• Five letters in 1941 between the Chinese Mission to Lepers, the Public Health Department and the Council concerning an increase in the monthly maintenance for resident patients cared for at the National Leprosarium.
• Two letters between Inspector No.1 of the Eastern District and the Chief Inspector of the Eastern District and the Public Health Department on 28 March and 1 April 1936 concerning a leprosy case, Li Chong Chiao.
• Seventeen letters in 1942 concerning funds for refugee cases and adjusting monthly payments.
• J H Jordan's correspondence with the Secretary of Public Health in February 1940 concerning names of refugee patients in the Chinese Mission to Lepers, dates of hospitalization and charges for hospitalization. This record contains the budget of the Chinese Mission to Lepers and the National Leprosarium of Shanghai for 1940 and 1942, their balance sheet on 31 December 1940 and accounts from 1 January 1940-42 to 31 December 1940-42.
• Dr Jordan's report to the Secretary on local conditions and an extract from the meeting of the health committee held on 4 May 1933.
• Extracts from minutes of the health committee meeting on 6 February 1934,
• Extracts from minutes of the health and finance committee on 2 March 1936,
• Extract from T C Wu's letter to CPH on 3 October 1936, which concerns making estimates for 1937 and applications for grants-in-aid,
• A report on 14 December 1935 concerning the appeal of the Chinese Mission to Lepers to the Shanghai Municipal Council for finance,
• The first annual report of the National Leprosarium of Shanghai in 1936, which contains a history of the Chinese Mission to Lepers, objectives, grounds and buildings, organization, staff financial supports, patient reports, laboratory reports, records of the discharge of patients, the Ta-Ching clinic, records of the visitors, Hon Treasurer's report on the finance of the Shanghai Leprosarium for the fiscal year ending 31 December 1939.
U1-16-753 (2) History of Shanghai Leprosarium: Grant-in-Aid of National Leprosarium of Shanghai (1933-43)

U1-16-753 (2) contains mainly documentation concerning the grant-in-aid of the National Leprosarium of Shanghai. This archive spans from 1938 to 1945 and has 163 pages

- Three letters in September 1942 between T C Wu (General Secretary of the Chinese Mission to Lepers), and T K Ho (Deputy Secretary), the Commissioner of Public Health, concerning adjusting the fees in accordance with the cost of living index for Chinese workers, and increasing the grant-in-aid for the Settlement cases under the care of Shanghai Leprosarium per capita per month from 1 July 1942.
- Three letters between T C Wu and the Commissioner of the Public Health, concerning the November charge per capita in December 1942.
- Four letters in January 1943 between T C Wu and Dr Y Tashiro (Commissioner of the Public Health), and the Hon. Secretary of Shanghai Municipal Council, concerning the charge per capita of December 1942.
- The correspondence on 9 December 1942 and 19 January 1943, between T C Wu and Dr Y Tashiro (Commissioner of the Public Health), concerning the statements of November 1942 and January 1943 for the "Resident" leprous patients in the local leprosarium.
- Twenty-six letters and sixteen bills concerning costs per capita, per month in accordance with the cost of living index from January to August 1943.
- Five letters in October 1944 and seven letters in June, July, and August 1945 from the Chinese Mission to Lepers to the Municipal Council concerning an increase of fees for hospitalization.
- Six letters between Sze Ming Sze (the Hon. General Secretary) and E F Duck (the Acting Commissioner of Public Health) concerning the requests about reconsideration of the matter of payment for people with leprosy who are what someone describes as "emergency residents", i.e. not normal residents of the Settlement in October 1937. The Council agreed to extend arrangements to emergency residents.
- Nine letters from November 1940 to January 1941 between J H Blakelock (Director of the Medical Laboratory), J W Morcher (Treasurer), the Commissioner of Public Health, E T Nash (Acting Deputy Secretary), and the Refugee Medical Relief Fund concerning hospitalisation of leprous patients.
- Four letters from March to April 1941, between T K Ho (Deputy Secretary), Finance and Health Committee, Commissioner of Public Health, T C Wu (General Secretary of the Chinese Mission to Lepers), concerning the grant-in-aid to the National Leprosarium for 1941. The Council approved the increase in the monthly maintenance payment for Settlement resident patients cared for at the National Leprosarium.
- Five letters in March, April 1942, between T C Wu, J H Jordan, and J C Greig (Assistant Secretary), requesting financial assistance to enable the dispersal of refugees with leprosy.
- Ten letters in July 1943 between the Chinese Mission to Lepers, the Secretary of Shanghai Leprosarium, the Commissioner of Public Health, the French Municipal Administration, and S O Zawa (Shanghai Special Municipal Government) concerning the annual financial drive, which met two-thirds of their goal and was set entirely too low.
- An extract from minutes of 5th Inter-Municipal Conference held on July 20, 1943 concerning such problems.
Two letters in August 1943 between Commissioner Yuean of the Public Health Department of the First District Administration of the Shanghai Special Municipality, Y Tashiro (Chief Deputy Director of Public Health), and the Secretary-General concerning the grant-in-aid of the Chinese Mission to Lepers.

Nine letters from June to July 1938 between T W Gubb (Acting Secretary), Keiz Wang (Business Secretary of the Chinese Mission to Lepers), J W Morcher (Acting Treasurer/Controller), the Acting Secretary, J H Blacklock, J H Jordan, T C Wu, J T Ford (Treasurer/Controller) concerning an application for a remission of the municipal rate in respect of the new Leprosarium on B C Lot, No. 5795, Brenan Road.

Eight letters in January and February 1939 between T C Wu, Secretary of the Shanghai Special Municipality, J H Jordan, G Godfrey Philips (Secretary), and J H Ford concerning a request for exemption from payment of the Special Municipal Rate in respect of the temporary Leprosarium situated at No. 16 Brenan Road.

Statements of accounts for the half year ending on 30 June 1938, for the National Leprosarium of Shanghai budget for 1939 - the Shanghai Leprosy Clinic accounts from 1 January to 31 December 1944.

An outline of the Mission's activities for the period from 1 January to 30 June 1938 and the First District Administration of Shanghai Special Municipality application for grant in aid or remission of taxes in June 1945.

U1-16-2622 Board Meeting Agenda and Minutes of the Chinese Mission to Lepers (1934-1943).

U1-16-2622 contains committee documentation, agendas and minutes for board meetings, documentation relevant to the Leprosarium Committee, change of secretary, statement of accounts and reports, annual meetings, press cuttings and publicity and campaigns for fund. It spans from 1937 to 1943 and has 237 pages. This archive contains the list of the new directorate of the Chinese Mission to Lepers on 12 March 1937. C B Chambers Chen, was appointed General Secretary of the Chinese Mission to Lepers, and Dr J H Jordan, Commissioner of the Public Health Department.

The board of Directors meeting of the Chinese Mission to Lepers was held on 17 February 1937. It concerned itself with the appointment of the chairman Dr F C Yen as director of the Sanitation Bureau; the death of the Vice-Chairman Mr Loh Pah-Hong; the International Leprosy Conference; the report and accounts for 1937; the budget and policy for 1938; the appointment of the General Secretary; local reports and requests; the National Leprosarium of Shanghai; and other business.

There are records of the Minutes of the meeting of the executive committee held on 27 July 1938 and on 17 January 1940; the agenda and minutes of the board of directors meeting, on 30 January 1940; the minutes of the board of directors meeting on 23 December 1940; the minutes of the 55th meeting of the board directors on 26 February 1941; and the minutes of the meeting of the executive committee of the board of directors on 13 October 1941.

The meeting of the leprosarium committee was held on 10 March 1939 at 41 Tsze Pang Road. There are the voting records of the leprosarium committee (held on 9 January 1940 at the CMA Board Room). The records concern discussions about accepting an offer to pay the year’s rental in US currency, in advance.
The meeting of the leprosarium committee was held on 12 June 1940 at the Nancy "Y" Tea Room; the records contain reports on the policy of the Shanghai Leprosarium, including administrative measures.

The correspondence between T C Wu and J H Jordan on 27 November 1939 and 8 December 1939 concerns subscription to the Shanghai Leprosarium for winter clothing.

The minutes of the 52nd meeting of the Board of Directors held on 24 November 1939 concerns the next year's subsidy for the Shanghai Leprosarium from the Shanghai Municipal Council's Relief Fund.

The correspondence between J H Jordan and C B Chambers Chen (General Secretary) in April 1939 concerns appealing for subscriptions.

Statement of accounts and reports in this archive are as follows:

- Central work of the Chinese Mission to Lepers first quarter of 1937, including publicity, general activities and income
- The first annual report of the National Leprosarium of Shanghai for the year 1936
- The Chinese Mission to Lepers semi-annual financial report, 1937
- The Chinese Mission to Lepers income and expenditure account up to 31 October 1937
- The National Leprosarium of Shanghai income and expenditure account up to 31 October 1937
- The National Leprosarium of Shanghai income and expenditure account up to 31 May 1940
- The National Leprosarium of Shanghai statement of assets and liabilities as at 31 May 1940
- The Chinese Mission to Lepers account on 30 June 1940
- The National Leprosarium of Shanghai accounts on 30 June 1940
- The Chinese Mission to Lepers statement of assets and liabilities as at 30 June 1940
- The National Leprosarium of Shanghai statement of assets and liabilities as at 30 June 1940

Owing to a lack of funds, the Shanghai Leprosarium and other leprosaria in the whole of China under their charge were difficult to maintain, so a campaign for funds was conducted for a period of one month from 1 June to 30 June 1943.

- Fifteen letters between T C Wu, J H Jordan, and the Secretary concern such matters.

**U1-16-754 Procedure for Admission of Leprosy Patients and Forms in Use (1936-42).**

*U1-16-754 mainly contains documentation on procedures for admission of leprosy patients and forms in use. It spans from 1936 to 1942.*

- Eight letters in 1936 between Jordan (Commissioner of Public Health of the Shanghai Municipal Council), R T Bryan, Municipal Advocate, and Commissioner of Police concerning suggestions of legal procedures for admissions, cooperation with the
Police, using a municipal ambulance for removing cases instead of Police vehicles, and so on.

- Jordan's correspondence with T C Wu (the General Secretary of the Chinese Mission to Lepers) on 28 September 1936, the Public Health Department's correspondence with Dr Lee S Huizenga on April 13, 1940 and Jordan's correspondence with Lee S Huizenga on 9 May 1942 concerning procedures for admission of patients.

- T C Wu's correspondence on 2 June 1942 with Mr A B Lung, Assistant Secretary of Shanghai Municipal Council concerning procedures for admission of refugee patients.

- A R Lane's correspondence on 19 May 1942 with T C Wu, concerning the non-admission of patients, and the result is that the Council did not accept responsibility for someone with the disease whose residence was in the French Concession.

- Registration forms for the Chinese Mission to Lepers patients.

U1-16-752 Reports of the Chinese Mission to Lepers and the National Leprosarium of Shanghai and Other Materials (1936-43).

U1-16-752 contains records for the burial of lepers, quarterly and monthly reports, a report on the discharge of two rioters, a report on an enquiry from the Health Department, correspondence on leprosarium cases to be addressed to and copied to Dr T C Wu, financial statements, cases not admitted, the escape of patients and press cuttings. It spans from 1936 to 1943 and has 191 pages in all.

- Seven letters between the Commissioner of Public Health, the Secretary of Leprosarium, the Chairman of the Shanghai Public Benevolent Cemetery, Dr J H Jordan and Dr T C Wu in October 1936 concerning the discussion of the burial of and the burial charges for people with leprosy.

There is the report of the first quarter of 1937 which contains medical records, visitor records, records of food, activities, religious affiliation of patients, health movies and so on.

- Twenty-two monthly reports of the National Leprosarium of Shanghai, including August 1939, September 1939, January 1940, February 1940, March 1940, April 1940, May 1940, June 1940, July 1940, August 1940, September 1940, October 1940, November 1940, December 1940, January 1941, February 1941, March 1941, June 1941, July 1941, August 1941, September 1941 and October 1941. The monthly reports contain numbers of new admissions, numbers of patients at the end of the month, number of treatments given, medicines being used, other diseases of the patients being treated, number and services of the visiting doctors, money spent on medicines, number of specimens examined and cases of deaths.

There is the annual report of the National Leprosarium of Shanghai for 1940, including admissions, number of in-patients, classification of cases, records of anti-cholera and anti-typhoid inoculations and small-pox vaccinations, diet, treatment, deaths, numbers and nature of surgery done, other diseases of the patients being treated, numbers of specimen examined, number of patients discharged, and so on.

- Three letters between Dr L C Tseu, Dr J H Jordan and Dr H P Chu from October 1938 to September 1941 concerning the escape of the people with the disease and warnings against these occurrences.

- There are twenty-eight bills, referring to enquiries and financial statements from the Health Department.
- Fourteen letters between Dr J H Jordan, Dr Rabaute, Dr T C Wu, the Chief Health Inspector, Dr Lee S Huizenga and Dr H Luckev in January 1941, concerning the application, negotiation, and investigation into leprosy and people with the disease.
- Eight certificates concerning, Kwok Chang-keng.
- Sixty-eight press cuttings referring to leprosarium funds, care of people with leprosy, tackling leprosy, leprosarium plans, Council aid for the leprosarium, policy for the leprosarium, and so on.

**U1-16-759(2) Statement of Accounts of National Leprosarium of Shanghai: Verification of Residential Qualification (1936-1943).**

*U1-16-759(2) contains a statement of accounts of the National Leprosarium of Shanghai and verification of the residential qualification. It spans from 1940 to 1943 and has 254 pages.*

- The correspondence from March 1940 to December 1942 between T C Wu (General Secretary), Dr J H Jordan (the Commissioner of Public Health), the Treasurer, concerning monthly statements of account for the Leprosarium.
- The correspondence from April 1940 to April 1941 between the Medical Relief Fund and the General Secretary of The Chinese Mission to Lepers concerning the monthly payment for care of the patients.
- Because of appearance of many refugees from other areas, from April 1941 to December 1942, there is also statement of per month for "refugee" leprous patients in the local leprosarium, containing case records, names, date of hospitalization, fees, and so on. There are 132 letters in all that concern such matters from March 1940 to February 1943.

**U1-16-755 Material of Individual Cases in the National Leprosarium**

*U1-16-755 contains thirty-four suspected leprosy cases from 1937 to 1939. It spans from 1937 to 1939 and has 144 pages. This records holds every case name, their province, history, address, signs, first treatment and conditions of the family. It also includes correspondence discussing the procedures for those who were admitted to the leprosarium.*

**U1-16-761 National Leprosarium of Shanghai Emergency Matters: Temporary Quarters 1937-41.**

*Shanghai patients affected by the Anti-Japanese War were compelled to move three times to escape danger in 1937, 1938 and 1939. The first evacuation was from Dazang to Chungsan Hospital at Fenglingjao, the second temporary quarters at Salvation Army Camp-Ferry Road, and, in the end, at Brenan Road. U-16-761 contains documentation on the evacuation from Dazang to Chungsan Hospital, on the establishment of temporary quarters at the Salvation Army Camp-Ferry Road 3, temporary quarters at Brenan Road 4, the suggested removal and the selection of sites, the question of payment for "emergency residents", the escape of patients and provision of police guard. It spans from 1937 to 1941.*

- There are forty-eight letters between the Acting Secretary, the General Secretary, the Commissioner of Public Health, T C Wu (the General Secretary of the Chinese Mission to Lepers), the Shanghai Municipal Council, the Chief Health Inspector, R Lock, the Secretary Assistant Manager and Manager discussing the relocation, the
selection of sites, and the question of payment of SMC agreed rates for emergency residents.

- Because of the removal of the leprosarium and the war, there are twenty letters between the Commissioner of Public Health, the Commissioner of Police and T C Wu concerning the question of the escape of patients and the provision of a police guard from 1938 to 1941.

- The minutes of the emergency meeting of the leprosarium committee on July 30, 1937 discussing what precautionary measures should be taken in face of the present tense situation prevailing in North China.

- Notes of meeting given to Dr Blakelock by Dr Miau on 31 July 1937 concerning the probable need for the evacuation of the leprosarium in the event of an outbreak of local trouble.

- A memorandum on 12 September 1937 to Dr. Blakelock asking for information regarding the names of patients.

- Notes at an emergency meeting on 29 September 1937 concerning the evacuation of the remaining twenty people with leprosy, of provisions, the typewriter and microscope from Dazang, and the discussion of sundry matters relating to staff.

- Correspondence between the Acting Commissioner of Public Works and the Acting Secretary on 15 June 1938, including a map concerning the construction plan.

**U1-16-762 Leprosy Clinic, Monthly Report and Other Materials 1937-43**

*U1-16-762 contains records of the establishment, reopening of the leprosarium, and request for financial support, notification of cases, individual cases and press cuttings. It spans from 1937 to 1943.*

- To meet the need for the Shanghai city clinic for the treatment of people with leprosy, the Acting Commissioner of Public Health Department of Shanghai Municipal Council, Dr Szeming Sze (General Secretary, Chinese Mission to Lepers), and the Commissioner of the Police exchanged correspondence on opening a weekly clinic at 41 Tscepang Road in July 1937.

- In July 1938, Dr Tsefang F Huang, Chairman of Council of Public Health of Chinese Medical Association exchanged correspondence with Dr R Johnston of the Chinese Isolation Hospital concerning suspected cases for diagnosis and possible treatment.

- This record holds the Leprosy Clinic's monthly reports from February 1939 to June 1941, including the records of patients (sex, age, form of disease, treatment, injections, various prescription and specimens).

- From November 1943 to 1945, T C Wu, General Secretary of the Chinese Mission to Lepers sent a monthly report that contained records of the numbers of in-patients, whether they were new or repeated, male or female and so on, to the Commissioner of Public Health of the First District Administration of Shanghai Special Municipal.

- Twenty letters between the Chinese Mission to Lepers, the Secretariat of 1st District Administration of Shanghai Special Municipality and Yuan Ruichang, the director of 1st District Administration of Shanghai Special Municipality, concerning the reopening of the leprosy clinic and requests for financial support in 1943.

- In October 1943, Dr T C Wu, sent a letter to Commissioner of Public Health, 1st District Administration of Shanghai Special Municipality, concerning notification of cases, including a list of names of thirty-four new cases of leprosy.

- Correspondence between the sanitary overseer and the Director of Public Health in October 1943, containing the individual cases of Lou Yungyuen and Zhu Yaba.
U1-16-766 Individual Materials of Individual Cases in National Leprosarium.

*U1-16-766* contains fifty leprosy cases from the years 1938-1940 and has 194 pages. This record includes names, province, history, address, signs of the disease, first treatment and conditions of the family. It also concerns applications for admission to the leprosarium, records of payment, investigation of suspected cases and so on.

U1-16-767 Individual Cases in National Leprosarium

*U1-16-767* contains records of fifty leprosy cases in 1940-1943 and has 239 pages. This record includes names, province, history, address, signs of the disease, first treatment and conditions of the family. It also concerns applications for admission to the leprosarium, records of payment, investigation of suspected leper cases and so on.

U 1-16-758 Individual Materials of Individual Cases in National Leprosarium.

*U 1-16-758* holds the records of fifty leprosy cases and has ninety-seven pages. It spans from 1943 to 1945.

There are eighty-two letters between Dr T C Wu, Commissioner of Public Health of the First District Administration of Shanghai Special Municipality, the Deputy Director of Public Health, the Chinese Mission to Lepers, the Health Inspector of the Northern District, the Treasurer of the Commissioner of Public Health of the First District Administration of Shanghai Special Municipality, the Sanitary Overseers, and the Chief Health Inspector of the Eastern District from 1943 to 1945. These concern every case name, their province, history, address, signs of disease, first treatment, conditions of their family, applications for admission to the leprosarium, payment from the funds, investigation, and details about suspected cases and so on. These include the following cases: King Nung Tsung, Ling Lh Wah, Ling Loh Hwa, Chu Ching-san, Ho Ching Kong, Chao Soo Ming, Lieu Wong Sze, Luo Zhangqi, Woo Changyu, Yu Changlin, Huang Tao, Yao Changxi, Liu Yang, and so on.

U1-16-760 the Cases and Monthly Accounts of National Leprosarium (1943-1945).

*U1-16-760* contains monthly accounts of National Leprosarium. It spans from 1943 to 1945.

In 1943, the Chinese Mission to Lepers sent a monthly report that contained the name of the resident patient, date of hospitalization, number of days, rates and fees in the local leprosarium to the Commissioner of Public Health.

In January 1943, February 1943 and April 1943, I Nagai, the Deputy Commissioner of Public Health, sent the Chinese Mission to Lepers statement of accounts from the leprosarium account to the Treasurer.

From 1944 to June 1945, the Chinese Mission to Lepers sent a monthly report that contains an account and a supplement account for leprosy cases in the local leprosarium to the Commissioner of Public Health of the First District Administration of the Shanghai Special Municipality and to Yuan Ruichang, the Director of First District Administration of Shanghai Special Municipality. Yuan Ruichang then sent these materials to the Treasurer and Zhou Fuhai, the Chief Executive of Shanghai City.